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				IT Tips and Strategies For Preventing Device Issues On Test Day
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Computer-held testing has become an integral part of the education system, providing educators with a convenient and efficient way to assess students’ knowledge and skills. As we discussed in our last blog, 3 Common Device Issues That Disrupt Standardized Testing, schools often encounter disruptive device issues on testing days.




Common Testing Device Technical Issues:




	Device crashes or freezes can force students to restart testing.
	Internet connectivity issues can keep a student from starting an assessment.
	Device shortages can impede the testing process in its entirety.





Troubleshooting Tips




While testing device mishaps are quite common, they can actually be easily avoided by implementing the appropriate measures. Let’s delve into useful tips and strategies you and your IT staff can use to prevent device issues on test day.




Device Management




By knowing how many devices you have for testing and where they should be allocated, you can ensure that each student has access to a functioning device. This helps avoid device shortages and ensures a smooth testing process. Additionally, implementing a device tracking system can help keep track of device usage and identify any potential issues before they become problematic.




Device Health Assessment




Before testing begins, it’s crucial to evaluate the condition of every device. By identifying any disruptive hardware issues and creating repair tickets well in advance, you can ensure all devices are in optimal condition long before testing begins.





Extra Devices
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To mitigate the impact of device failures or shortages, we suggest keeping a supply of test-ready devices on hand. This can be particularly helpful in situations when there are more students than devices or if a student’s device becomes unreliable mid-assessment. Having extra devices available lets you quickly provide students with replacements, ensuring uninterrupted testing.







System and Software Updates




Every state has system requirements for testing that all devices must meet in order to be used. Meeting these requirements often involves downloading system, software, and sometimes browser updates. While these updates are essential, implementing these updates can be a hassle for IT staff members. Instead of individually updating devices, management software can be utilized to perform simultaneous system and software updates for multiple devices at once.




Network Connectivity




A stable internet connection is crucial for a seamless testing experience. We recommended testing internet connectivity in all testing environments to ensure students can access testing platforms without disruptions. Alternatively, consider providing wired internet access. Ethernet can offer students a more reliable way to connect to the internet, minimizing the chances of encountering connection difficulties or interruptions during testing.




Spare Essential Hardware Accessories
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Similarly to testing devices, it’s important to have spare hardware accessories on hand during testing sessions. Chargers come in handy in the event a student’s device battery is too low. Having essential accessories like computer mice and keyboards on hand is also helpful. These spare accessories can prove useful in a multitude of situations. For example, if a student’s touchpad becomes unresponsive, a spare mouse can be plugged in immediately, serving as a quick and easy solution to an otherwise disastrous situation.




Conclusion




Ultimately, computer-held testing can be a stress-free experience for students and staff with the right kind of preparation. By utilizing the tips outlined in this article, you and your IT staff can build a plan to minimize the risk of device-related issues on testing days. Do you need help preparing your device for the testing season? Get in touch with your Virtucom representative today to take the first step toward a smooth testing experience.
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Integrating technology into the K-12 education system has become essential in today’s rapidly evolving world. EdTech (Educational Technology) solutions offer numerous benefits, including personalized learning experiences, improved student engagement, and streamlined administrative processes. However, many schools face budget constraints that hinder their ability to invest in the necessary hardware and software. That’s where grants come in. Securing grants can provide the financial aid needed to bring EdTech into classrooms, empowering students and teachers alike. This comprehensive guide will explore the top EdTech grants available to K-12 schools in 2024.




Walmart Community Grants




Walmart, a leading retail corporation, recognizes the importance of supporting educational initiatives in local communities. Through its Community Grants program, Walmart provides financial aid for after-school enrichment programs, tutoring services, and vocational training. These grants enable K-12 schools to invest in EdTech resources that enhance student learning and promote skill development. 




NSF Scholarships in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Program (S-STEM)




The NSF Scholarships in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Program (S-STEM) aims to support higher education institutions in funding scholarships for academically talented low-income students. In addition to providing financial support, this grant supports the study and implementation of activities that promote recruiting, retaining, and graduating students in STEM fields. By availing this grant, educational institutions can enhance diversity in STEM education and foster the next generation of scientists and innovators.




Deadline: February 24, 2024




Motorola Solutions Foundation Grants




The Motorola Solutions Foundation Grants aim to engage students through hands-on engineering activities such as design, coding, and robotics. These grants also provide scholarship and workforce placement opportunities for underrepresented groups. By integrating real-world engineering experiences into the curriculum, these grants encourage students to explore STEM fields and develop the skills necessary for future success.




Verizon Foundation Grants




The Verizon Foundation provides grants that align with their focus areas, which include digital inclusion, climate protection, and human prosperity. These grants support projects aimed at improving access to technology, promoting environmental sustainability, and empowering underserved communities. By leveraging Verizon Foundation Grants, schools can enhance their technological infrastructure, implement innovative programs, and create a more inclusive and sustainable learning environment.




National Weather Association Foundation Meteorological Satellite Applications Award Grants




The National Weather Association Foundation offers grants to help improve the education of K-12 students in meteorology and related sciences. These grants encourage the integration of meteorological concepts into the curriculum and provide financial support for projects that enhance students’ understanding of weather patterns and phenomena. By availing this grant, schools can foster scientific inquiry, promote environmental awareness, and inspire future meteorologists.




Deadline: March 28, 2024




The Lois Lenski Covey Foundation Bookmobile Grant Program




The Lois Lenski Covey Foundation supports organizations operating lending bookmobiles that serve underserved youth populations. Bookmobiles equipped with EdTech resources, such as e-readers and tablets, can foster a love for reading and provide access to digital educational content. This grant program recognizes the importance of integrating technology into bookmobile services and encourages organizations to propose innovative ideas that enhance educational opportunities for children. Interested organizations can submit their grant applications between September 1 and September 30, 2024.




AFCEA Gravely and Paige Grants




The AFCEA Gravely and Paige Grants aim to promote STEM innovation in U.S. elementary and middle schools. These grants provide financial support for academic programs that integrate technology and engineering into the classroom. By availing this grant, schools can create dynamic learning environments that foster innovation, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills.




American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Foundation Classroom Grant




The AIAA Foundation Classroom Grant supports teachers in supplementing their lesson plans with hands-on STEM activities. This grant encourages educators to incorporate aerospace-themed lessons into their curricula, inspiring students to explore the fascinating world of aeronautics and astronautics. By availing this grant, schools can ignite students’ passion for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.




Believe in Reading




Believe in Reading offers grants for successful literacy programs that serve populations with extraordinary needs, such as areas with low reading scores and high poverty levels. These grants aim to improve literacy rates, enhance access to books, and foster a love for reading among underserved communities. By availing this grant, schools can implement innovative literacy programs, provide resources to struggling readers, and create a positive impact on students’ academic journey.




Additional Resources for Grants




In addition to the grants mentioned above, several other resources are available for schools seeking technology grants. Here are a few notable options:




	Grants.gov: Grants.gov is a valuable resource for finding federal grants across various sectors, including education. Visit their website to explore a wide range of grant opportunities that can support your school’s technology initiatives.
	State and Local Education Agencies: State and local education agencies often offer grants and funding opportunities specifically tailored to schools within their jurisdiction. Check with your state or local education agency to learn about technology grants available in your area.
	Corporate and Nonprofit Organizations: Many corporate and nonprofit organizations have grant programs dedicated to supporting educational technology initiatives. Research organizations that align with your school’s mission and reach out to inquire about grant opportunities.
	Education Associations and Foundations: Education associations and foundations often provide grants to support innovative technology projects in schools. Explore associations and foundations relevant to your school’s focus area and check their websites for grant opportunities.





Conclusion




Integrating EdTech into K-12 classrooms has the potential to revolutionize the learning experience, engage students, and prepare them for the future. By leveraging the grants outlined in this guide, schools can overcome financial barriers and invest in the necessary hardware, software, and professional development to create innovative learning environments. Whether it’s enhancing chemistry education, promoting meteorology literacy, or fostering STEM exploration, these grants provide K-12 schools with the financial aid needed to make their EdTech dreams a reality. Empower your students and teachers with the transformative power of EdTech by exploring these grant opportunities in 2024.




Do you need assistance applying for grants? Virtucom is here to help. Contact us today to get started!
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The landscape of K-12 education has undergone a significant transformation in recent years, thanks to the rapid advancements in education technology. The integration of technology in classrooms has revolutionized the way students learn and teachers teach. Year after year, EdTech continues to open up new avenues in personalized learning, collaboration, and student engagement, enhancing the overall educational experience.




As we enter 2024, several key trends and challenges are likely to shape the landscape of K-12 EdTech. From device lifecycle management to program sustainability, there are several challenges and considerations educators and administrators may need to address. In this article, we’ll delve into the key trends and challenges 2024 has in store for k-12 education technology.




1) Device Lifecycle Management in K-12 Schools




One of the primary challenges schools face is managing the lifecycle of devices used in the classroom. As technology evolves rapidly, it becomes crucial to keep up with the latest devices and ensure that they are compatible with educational software and platforms. Schools need to establish robust device lifecycle management strategies that encompass device procurement, deployment, maintenance, and eventual retirement. This includes regular updates, security patches, and hardware replacements to provide students with a seamless learning experience.




2) Fleet Management and Analytics




Managing a fleet of devices in a K-12 school can be a complex task. Schools need to invest in robust device management systems that allow for remote monitoring, updates, and troubleshooting. Additionally, data analytics tools can provide valuable insights into student engagement, progress, and areas for improvement. By leveraging device fleet management and analytics, educators can make data-informed decisions to enhance teaching strategies and personalize learning experiences.




3) Long-term Funding for EdTech Initiatives




Implementing and sustaining EdTech initiatives require significant financial investment. Schools need to secure long-term funding to support the procurement of devices, software licenses, professional development, and ongoing maintenance. This entails exploring various funding sources such as grants, partnerships with technology companies, and seeking support from the local community. Administrators must also demonstrate the value and impact of EdTech on student achievement to secure continued funding from stakeholders.




4) Student Devices and Microlearning




In 2024, student devices will play a crucial role in facilitating microlearning opportunities. Microlearning involves delivering small, bite-sized content to students, allowing them to learn at their own pace and in their preferred format. Schools need to provide students with access to reliable devices that support microlearning initiatives. Additionally, educators must be trained to create and curate microlearning resources that cater to the diverse needs and learning styles of students.




5) EdTech Program Sustainability




Sustainability is another critical consideration for schools implementing EdTech programs. While the initial excitement and enthusiasm may drive the adoption of new technologies, it is essential to have a long-term plan in place. Schools need to evaluate the scalability and sustainability of their EdTech programs to ensure that they can be effectively integrated into the curriculum for years to come. This involves continuous professional development for teachers, ongoing technical support, and regular evaluation of the program’s impact on student learning outcomes.




Embracing the Future of K-12 Education with EdTech




As we look ahead to 2024, the trends and challenges in K-12 EdTech present an exciting opportunity for educators to transform the way they teach and students learn. By embracing emerging technologies and addressing the challenges head-on, schools can create a future-ready learning environment that prepares students for success in the digital age. Virtucom is here to help you sustain your EdTech program in 2024 and beyond. Education technology is constantly evolving, and we aim to evolve with it by offering innovative technology solutions to K-12 communities across the country. Contact us today to embark on your EdTech journey and unlock the full potential of technology in education.
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Computer-held standardized testing has become integral to K-12 education in today’s digital age. Nevertheless, issues are bound to arise when technology is involved. Even minor technical disruptions can cause a great deal of stress for both students and educators. In this article, we will discuss the technical problems your students may encounter on test day so you’re prepared to act when issues arise.




1. Crashes and Freezes




Crashes and freezes are undoubtedly the most irritating and harmful technical problems students and educators frequently encounter during testing. These sudden disruptions can arise for many reasons, from software glitches to hardware malfunctions. However, regardless of the cause, the negative outcome remains consistent. When a crash or freeze occurs, students risk losing their test progress, increasing their stress levels and limiting valuable testing time. The resulting frustration and anxiety can harm their overall test performance, potentially affecting their grades and academic progress. Therefore, educational institutions must establish a well-thought-out plan to address and resolve these issues promptly and effectively, ensuring a smooth testing experience for all students involved.




Potential Causes




	Outdated OS
	System Incompatibility 
	Hardware Malfunctions
	Software Launch Failures 





2. Internet Connectivity 




A stable internet connection is crucial for a seamless testing experience. It ensures that students can access the necessary resources and complete their assessments without any interruptions. However, despite the best efforts, students may encounter issues such as disconnection from the internet. This unfortunate situation can disrupt their progress and lead to frustration. Therefore, it is crucial to know how to handle such situations effectively. 




Potential Causes




	Network Infrastructure  
	Faulty Wireless Adaptors   
	Power Outages  





3. Device Shortages




Device shortages can significantly impact the testing experience, especially in schools with limited resources. These shortages can lead to scheduling conflicts and testing delays. Shortages can force schools to hold multiple testing sessions, compromising testing conditions. Thus, it’s key to address shortages and find solutions that ensure a fair and efficient testing environment for everyone.




Potential Causes:




	Limited Technology Funds
	Increase in Student Population
	Multiple Broken Devices
	Devices Incompatible with Testing Requirements





Computer-based testing provides several benefits in the K-12 education system but also has its fair share of challenges. However, it is crucial to be prepared for any technical issues during exams. By familiarizing yourself with the common problems discussed in this article, you can ensure that students and educators have a seamless testing experience.




At Virtucom, we understand the challenges schools face during testing and offer comprehensive repair and inspection services for K-12 devices. We ensure your devices meet the necessary testing requirements, allowing your students to concentrate on their assessments without interruption. We also offer test-ready devices from industry-leading manufacturers if you’re short on testing devices. Click here to learn more about our device test prep services or contact us to get in touch with a Virtucom rep! 
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In the fast-paced world of K-12 education, having a reliable printer is essential. From printing worksheets and assignments to creating colorful visuals and educational materials, a high-quality printer can greatly enhance the learning experience for both teachers and students. When it comes to choosing a printer for K-12 schools, HP is a brand that stands out for its reliability, performance, and innovative features. In this comprehensive guide, we will explore the best HP printers for K-12 schools, taking into consideration key features such as printing speed, cost efficiency, print quality, connectivity options, and security features.




1. HP Laserjet Pro 4101dn: Ideal For Schools With High Print Demands
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The HP LaserJet Pro 4101dn is a fast and efficient monochrome laser printer suitable for high-volume printing in K-12 schools. It offers excellent print quality and a low cost per page, making it an ideal choice for schools with heavy printing demands. With its built-in Wi-Fi connectivity and secure print features, this printer ensures seamless and protected printing for teachers and staff.




Printer Classification: Monochrome Laser Printer




Defining Features:




	Print speed of up to 45 pages per minute.
	Automatic duplex printing enables double-sided document printing
	High-capacity toner cartridges for extended print runs.
	Convenient wireless printing with effortless connectivity





2. HP Laserjet Pro M501dn: Great For Classrooms And K-12 Offices




The HP LaserJet Pro M501dn delivers fast printing speeds and high-quality prints. It offers advanced security features, including secure print and secure boot, to safeguard sensitive information. With its compact design and wireless connectivity options, this printer is a great choice for classrooms or small offices within K-12 schools.




Printer Classification: Monochrome Laser Printer




Defining Features:




	Compact design ideal for spaces with limited room
	Quick, convenient printing speed 
	No hassle wireless printing connectivity





3. HP Laserjet Pro M507dn: Enhanced Security Features Via HP Sure Start




The HP LaserJet Pro M507dn is a versatile printer with excellent print speed and quality. It features enhanced security features, such as HP Sure Start, to protect against firmware attacks. With its network connectivity options and support for mobile printing, this printer provides convenient access to printing resources for teachers and students.




Printer Classification: Monochrome Laser Printer




Defining Features:




	High-resolution printing for crisp and clear text and graphics
	Offers advanced security features with HP Sure Smart 
	Mobile printing capabilities for convenient on-the-go printing





4. HP Laserjet Pro 4001dn: Perfect For Budget-Conscious Schools




The HP LaserJet Pro 4001dn offers fast printing speeds and high-quality prints. It comes with built-in Wi-Fi connectivity and supports mobile printing, allowing teachers and staff to easily print from their devices. With its energy-saving features and low cost per page, this printer is a cost-effective choice for K-12 schools.




Printer Classification: Monochrome Laser Printer




Defining Features:




	Available at a budget-friendly price point
	Intuitive control panel for easy operation
	Fast printing speeds to keep up with classroom demands
	Automatic duplex printing for paper-saving efficiency





5. HP Laserjet Pro 4201dn: Versatile Multifunction Printer
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The HP LaserJet Pro 4201dn features printing, scanning, copying, and faxing capabilities. It offers fast printing speeds, high-quality prints, and advanced security features. With its wireless connectivity options and support for mobile printing, this printer provides seamless access to printing resources throughout the school.




Classification: Monochrome Multifunction Printer




Defining Features:




	Features printing, scanning, copying, and faxing capabilities
	Wireless connectivity for easy printing from multiple devices.
	Mobile printing capabilities for enhanced convenience.
	Automatic document feeder for effortless scanning and copying.





6. Hp Color Mfp 4301fdn: High-Quality Versatility In Vibrant Color  




The HP Color MFP 4301fdn is a versatile color multifunction printer designed for high-quality color printing in K-12 schools. It offers fast printing speeds, vibrant color output, and advanced security features. With its network connectivity options and support for mobile printing, this printer enables easy access to printing resources for teachers and students.




Classification: Color Multifunction Printer




Defining Features:




	High-resolution color printing for vibrant and eye-catching printouts
	Secure printing features to protect sensitive data
	Efficient scanning and copying made easy with an automatic document feeder





7. HP Scanjet 3000 S4: Streamlined Scanning For Admin Tasks




The HP Scanjet 3000 S4 is a high-performance document scanner that offers fast and accurate scanning capabilities. It features automatic document feeding and advanced image processing technologies for efficient and reliable scanning. With its compact design and intuitive user interface, this scanner is valuable for digitizing educational materials and streamlining administrative tasks in K-12 schools.




Printer Classification: Document Scanner




Key Features:




	High-performance document scanner that offers fast and accurate scanning capabilities.
	Vibrant and eye-catching printouts with our high-resolution color
	Secure printing features to protect sensitive data.
	Automatic document feeder for efficient scanning and copying.





Conclusion




Choosing the best classroom printer for K-12 schools requires careful consideration of key features such as fast printing, low cost per page, rich color printing, Wi-Fi connectivity, and secure print capabilities. HP offers a range of printer models specifically designed for the unique needs of the education sector. By selecting the right HP printer model, K-12 schools can enhance productivity, reduce costs, and provide high-quality prints to support the learning experience.




Virtucom is a proud HP partner! We specialize in K-12 Edtech services and solutions, print included. Whether you need high-speed, cost-efficient, high-quality, or secure printing options, we can help you find the right printer for your school. Contact us now or reach out to your Virtucom Rep to get started! 
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Technology has revolutionized how we live, work, and learn in today’s rapidly evolving world. Education technology has the power to enhance collaboration, improve engagement, and provide personalized learning experiences to students like never before. Unfortunately, financial limitations often hinder schools from fully embracing edtech in the classroom. Microsoft’s “Shape the Future Program” is a commendable initiative to empower education by providing access to affordable technology solutions for K-12 communities. 




Understanding the Shape The Future Program 




Microsoft’s Shape The Future Program provides discounted technology solutions to schools and educational institutions to bridge the digital divide in education. It empowers students, teachers, and administrators with the necessary skills for the digital age. Shape The Future program offers discounted rates on Microsoft licenses and Windows 11 devices.




Key Features of the Shape The Future Program Affordable Devices 
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The Shape The Future Program offers discounted rates on Windows 11 devices designed for K-12 and built by industry-leading brands like HP. These devices are built to withstand the rough and tumble of everyday use. More devices than ever before are now included in the Shape the Future Program, making it more accessible than ever. With a wide range of options available, schools are free to choose the devices that best suit their needs. 




Cutting-edge Software 




In addition to affordable devices, educational institutions participating in the Shape The Future Program gain access to Microsoft software, including the Windows operating system and Office 365 productivity suite. These software solutions enable students and teachers to create, collaborate, and communicate effectively. With the latest versions of Windows and Office, students can leverage the full potential of digital tools to enhance their learning experiences. 




Secure Cloud Services




The Shape The Future Program also provides access to Microsoft’s cloud services, such as Microsoft Azure and Microsoft Intune. These services offer secure storage, data management, and device management capabilities, ensuring the privacy and security of sensitive information. With cloud services, schools can securely store and access their data from anywhere, enabling seamless collaboration and remote learning. 




Professional Development 




The Shape The Future Program provides training resources, tutorials, and workshops to assist educators in seamlessly integrating technology into their teaching practices and continuously developing professionally. These resources empower educators to leverage technology effectively in the classroom, enhancing student engagement and learning outcomes. 




How to Get Started with the Shape The Future Program




Educational institutions can take advantage of Shape The Future by meeting the eligibility criteria and verifying their qualifications. Schools can quickly check their eligibility or enroll in the program online through Microsoft’s website. Virtucom proudly supports the Shape The Future Program as an authorized Microsoft partner. Our edtech experts are here to help you make the most of your Shape the Future discounts, from devices to software. To get started, reach out to your Virtucom representative today or click here.  




Conclusion 




Microsoft’s Shape The Future Program is a game-changer in education. By providing affordable technology solutions, cutting-edge software, secure cloud services, and professional development opportunities, the program empowers schools to enhance teaching and learning experiences for students. Act now and start shaping the future of education today.




This blog post is for informational purposes only. The Shape The Future Program details may vary depending on location and availability.
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Esports are a hot topic right now, and for good reason. Research suggests that the value of the global esports market was valued at $970 million in revenue in 2020, with projections that this value will more than double by 2025 and reach a total market value of $2.89 billion.




Clearly there’s a growing appetite for esports in mainstream circles. Competitive games like League of Legends or StarCraft 2 pull in millions of viewers during big events, and the popularity of these activities continues to increase. The International Esports Federation (IESF) has 123 member federations across the globe, and the Olympic Council of Asia (OCA) recently approved esports to be an official event in the 2022 Asian Games.




While the esports industry was born of video games, it has the potential to be an impactful education tool. There are numerous opportunities to incorporate these concepts within the K-12 environment, and several beneficial reasons for doing so.




The Top Benefits of Initiating esports Programs




Scholarship Opportunities




It’s no surprise that many higher-ed institutions have embraced esports. Over 175 colleges and universities have recognized varsity esports programs, complete with coaches and partial or full-ride scholarships. These schools acknowledge esports as varsity-level athletic programs like conventional sports. For K-12 students this could unlock opportunities for higher education just like traditional sports do.




Introduction to New Careers




Esports introduce students to a world of opportunities they may not have considered on their own. There are many STEM fields that overlap with esports, from game design to computer programming to hardware engineering.




These days, esports teams also manage a large amount of self-promotion on social media, which supports valuable skills in marketing and brand management. In general, the space builds on a large number of digital literacy skills and can prepare students for in-demand tech-centric careers.




Exposure to esports is particularly important during K-12 years as students develop their interests and strengths, and explore the viability of different career options. Esports offer a different and engaging avenue into STEM outside of traditional educational pathways.




Improved Coordination




Like many traditional sports, esports tap into both physical and mental ability. They require participants to engage in demanding cognitive tasks driven by high levels of manual dexterity and coordination. In fact, research shows that long-term game playing can improve brain development in several key areas:




	Spatial orientation
	Fine motor skills
	Memory formation
	Strategic planning





Esports programs typically go beyond basic video gaming to challenge players to work strategically, which facilitates better development across the board. Esports provide an avenue to develop these essential skills early in a student’s development.




Build a Sense of Community




Similar to conventional sports, esports can foster beneficial connections between participants and their communities. Esports offer a new avenue to facilitate human connection that extends beyond their immediate community: in a carefully monitored and secure school environment, they can meet students across the world.




The world of esports can give K-12 students a way to connect with others who share their interests and create a platform for their natural talents and practiced skills. This grants them new ways to earn the recognition of their peers and build confidence. K-12 students who don’t fit conventional achievement models of athletics or academics may fail to develop these benefits on their own, but esports creates equity by giving these students a chance to succeed under a different paradigm.




What Do Schools Need to Adopt an Esports Program?




The first step in developing an esports program is to create an action plan that considers three primary steps:




	Acquiring hardware and technology
	Integrating with esports member organizations
	Creating incentives to encourage and maintain student interest





Hardware, Networking Components, and Technology




While specific hardware and computing requirements will depend on which games are played, several big-picture items will be mainstays of any esports program: laptops versus desktops, monitors and display options, ethernet cabling or Wi-Fi, and headsets and peripheries.




The up-front costs of the technology can be off-putting to some, but in the right environment the benefits outweigh the initial investment. Students will need high-performance computers, low-latency internet, and precision gaming hardware to be able to grow their skills and compete. The proper equipment is necessary to entice and engage students. Vendors that offer personalized EdTech solutions can leverage partnerships with key technology providers to offer more competitive pricing than schools would find on their own. Vendors can also help create a technology deployment plan.




Work With a Trusted Partner




Schools that establish themselves early in the esports space will have more time to build their credentials and more chances to create their own partnerships and opportunities. We’re a proud partner of HP, providing educators and students with devices that are optimized and secured to make the learning experience exciting and engaging. Contact us to learn how our EdTech solutions can develop esport opportunities for your students today.
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Budget maximization is a necessity for every school district. Most K-12 districts deal with some level of complication around purchasing new technology—whether they don’t have the budget for it or are simply unaware of the technology and financing options available to them. The districts that invest in new technology in a proactive and competitive manner often cover the costs strategically with private or federal financing options.




Maximizing Budgets for K-12 Institutions




Regardless of a district’s resources, the goal for most districts tends to be to do more with less. Budget maximization is the name of the game. While educational funding seems to always be in flux, things are looking up. Schools are primarily back to in-person instruction, but the pandemic revealed the necessity for schools to have a strong and proactive plan that includes reliable technology with hybrid capabilities. Back in April, the Biden administration submitted a draft proposal requesting a 40.8% increase in Department of Education funding to nearly $103 billion—of which nearly $36 billion would go toward Title I grants for low-income school districts. While Congress will be the final arbiter on whether these budget requests come through, the request promises a push toward greater educational funding—particularly with respect to digital learning initiatives.




This increased focus on public education budgets offers school districts the opportunity to assess their technology procurement strategies to be sure they’re investing in effective digital transformation. Any EdTech hardware purchase includes numerous factors to consider beforehand:




	Up-front cost of the hardware
	Expected lifecycle cost of ownership
	Functionality and features
	Integration capabilities with other systems
	Durability





Another factor that is sometimes considered an afterthought but that is equally essential to consider up-front is warranty management and device protection plans. These plans can be a major benefit when choosing which devices to purchase and who to purchase them through, and can help districts predict the full cost of buying, maintaining, and recycling devices from the very beginning.




The Benefits of EdTech Warranties




Particularly for K-12 environments, warranties are an efficient, budget-friendly way to mitigate technology costs over a device’s life cycle.




As a budget planning tool, protection plans provide an important safeguard against the unexpected. They help manage the inevitable technology issues that will occur with long-term EdTech. Many school districts don’t have proactive plans to address these issues and instead take a reactive approach to technology replacement when something breaks. This is rarely cost-effective for K-12 budgets.




Warranty protection plans offer school districts contingency plans for when their equipment has problems. Educators may lose classroom time when critical computers and devices are down or out for repairs, and warranties allow school districts to resolve problems before they escalate.




Consumer vs. Commercial Warranties




There’s some debate about consumer warranties for electronics and whether the costs of extended warranties are justified, but in education, things work differently.




Educational environments put technology under substantial stress with daily ongoing use by students of all ages—many of whom may not be gentle. EdTech wears out quickly, and most consumer hardware brands don’t offer warranties for educational use.




This is a key factor to consider during hardware selection. At the very least, schools should consider commercial-grade hardware that offers warranty protection for heavy-duty educational usage. But even with commercial usage warranties, it’s important to read the fine print. Many usage aspects, such as screen protection or battery protection, may not come standard in the manufacturer’s warranty.




As such, supplemental plans that support the existing warranty can be the best way to safeguard an EdTech investment.




Supplemental Warranty Benefits




K-12 school districts can get a lot of mileage out of supplemental warranty plans offered by third-party partners like Virtucom. For example, our customizable three-tiered plan offers a flexible way for K-12 districts to secure their educational technology in a way that best meets their needs.




Our vPro standard plan offers important coverage beyond the manufacturer limits and includes elements like flexibility in coverage dates, spare parts, and online claim look-up and report management. With the higher level vPlus coverage, districts benefit from screen protection, battery protection services, theft/loss protection, and security/asset management.




At the Premium level, districts benefit from all-inclusive, no-questions-asked coverage, complete with unlimited claim incidents and even coverage for standard cosmetic wear and tear.




Many of these benefits don’t come standard in strict manufacturer warranties. And given that more K-12 schools now adopt integrated technology into their curriculum, there’s more technology to protect than ever before. Schools should consider all warranty options within their technology decision-making process and consider how an investment in a supplemental warranty can save them money in the long run.




Work With an All-in-One EdTech Warranty Provider




Virtucom is more than an EdTech partner. We’re in the business to provide peace of mind. Our device protection solution, Flex 360: ADP Re-imagined, is designed to defend your investments and help you manage uncertainties around technology use. Our processes give K-12 school districts complete confidence in their technology and assure that all district resources and assets are used efficiently. We are proud to partner with HP to provide you with devices that are optimized and secured to meet your K-12 needs, goals, and budget. Contact us to learn more about our extended warranty and protection options for EdTech.
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				Solving Classroom Challenges with EdTech Tools
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Standardization is a common strategy in modern K-12 environments—from common study programs to age-based grading to uniform testing policies. But it’s no secret that many students struggle to learn in these standardized learning environments, and a growing body of research suggests that the one-size-fits-all approach of modern education holds some students back. Through increased virtual instruction and a growing number of EdTech tools, modern classroom devices help educators to meet their students on their level and provide them with quality, personalized instruction. We discuss some adaptive learning solutions below.




The Challenge to Meet Each Student on Their Level




There are a variety of educational models that suggest that many students respond better to varying teaching approaches. Students respond better to more personalized programs that cater to their unique learning styles, strengths, and shortcomings compared to one-size-fits-all approaches. Research suggests that personalized learning has a significant, positive effect on both reading and math scores, and the right tools are crucial to making personalized strategies possible.




A teacher in a classroom of thirty students doesn’t have the capacity to instruct each student individually, but adaptive learning makes that possible. Several versions of adaptive learning software on the market assess a student’s performance in real-time, and then automatically adapt lesson plans to accommodate that student’s needs and preferences. It’s an advanced form of e-learning that many schools have not yet adopted, but it holds great promise to boost learning outcomes.




It’s important to note that there’s a difference between personalization and individualization. While some educators hesitate to separate students from peer groups in individualized lessons, personalized e-learning doesn’t have to occur in isolation. Rather, personalized e-learning works best in group instruction.




Technology enables teachers to deploy different learning and teaching models throughout their instruction, create content in a variety of ways, and build more diverse lesson plans for students of all abilities. Key lesson themes and ideas can converge around common tasks or mini-lessons, and these allow students to work independently on their own devices within larger groups. These types of strategies accommodate each student’s abilities, without burdening teachers to adapt lesson plans to each student.




The Challenge to Adopt New Technology




Underfunded K-12 school districts often struggle to balance administrative costs, particularly where new technology acquisition is concerned. And even when new e-learning solutions are deployed, educators must invest time to onboard, learn, and integrate new technology into their lesson plans. Additionally, administrators often lack both the time and resources to troubleshoot tech issues when they arise. This contributes to a tech-phobic infrastructure that prefers to rely on traditional, outdated strategies and avoids the learning curve.




The perceived drawbacks of tech-supported personalization include that these solutions create more work for administrative staff, and that personalization might force students to work alone. However, modern adaptive learning tools can improve collaboration for students and make work tasks like grading and monitoring student progress easier.




With cohesive tech platforms behind lesson planning and grading, teachers gain a simple, holistic solution for management that frees them of the burden of pen and paper administration. Many of these solutions are advanced and can even automate aspects of data entry and lesson planning.




With the right technology partner in their corner, educators don’t need to worry about troubleshooting or fixing technology. Vendor partners can handle everything related to hardware management:




	Hardware selection and deployment
	Technical troubleshooting
	Security software coordination
	Warranty management





By letting a vendor handle these issues, educators can focus on teaching and leave technical management to experts.




The Challenge of Increasing Virtual Instruction




The Covid pandemic uncovered a huge need for more extensive e-learning solutions. But school districts have struggled to implement virtual learning methods in a smooth manner, and often struggle to equip teachers with the technical know-how to easily transition to remote learning when needed. New strategies for online curriculum, adaptive learning tools, and videoconferencing for one-on-one check-ins offer ways to keep education going outside the physical classroom.




Research published in EdWeek showed that more institutions now offer virtual learning sessions as supplemental parts of their curriculum. In a survey of over 800 principals, teachers, and district leaders, nearly a third responded that students could take online versions of courses that the school doesn’t typically offer, and a quarter of districts allowed students to enroll in full-time virtual school.




While many survey respondents believe that virtual learning is less effective than in-person methods, the industry overall has not seen widespread adoption of adaptive learning technologies, which will make virtual learning more viable. Remote learning strategies that are designed alongside one-on-one lesson plans that cater to each student’s needs will keep students on track to learn the skills required by state and national standards.




Get the Support You Need




For over 25 years, Virtucom has helped empower school leaders with new technologies for their learning environments. We’re on a mission to make sure that every school in America has objective, personalized technology guidance that supports both students and staff. We are proud to partner with HP to provide you with devices that are optimized and secured to meet your K-12 needs, goals, and budget.




Learn more about our personalized learning solutions by contacting us today.
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With an enormous increase in phishing scams, malware attacks, ransomware schemes, and serious data breaches, the past two years have demonstrated that a strong cybersecurity system is essential for K-12 schools just as much as it is for corporations. The lack of adequate protection can be extremely disruptive and costly: from completely shutting down school operations to exposing students’ personal records, to costing millions of taxpayer dollars to pay ransoms. 




While most students are back to in-person instruction, cybersecurity threats are not expected to decrease; hackers have identified schools as “low hanging fruit” and an easy target for making quick money. After an attack in January, schools in Albuquerque are implementing “cybersecurity snow days” at the end of the school year to make up for the time that students missed class while systems were down. The Federal government recognizes the potential for cyberattacks to derail schools both operationally and financially and adopted a bill in October 2021 to strengthen K-12 cybersecurity measures. Given the landscape we find ourselves in, it is inarguable that schools need to invest in strong cybersecurity measures—from the network level to the password. Below are three essential elements to protecting your classrooms from cyberattacks.




Educate Your Users
Decking every student out with a laptop or tablet for 1:1 education may help with making their lessons more personalized and focused, but also exponentially increases the number of endpoint devices that could cause a catastrophic security breach. It is essential that all teachers and students be taught how to minimize the potential for cyberattacks: from teaching them how to recognize suspicious links and websites, to teaching them to set strong passwords and update them regularly. The best strategies include educating users to take responsibility for keeping things secure.




Many districts are adopting zero-trust policies: a mindset that assumes all users and devices could cause a security threat at any point. With this attitude comes more vigilance and awareness around using devices carefully, including features like built-in security access points, check-ins for every user on the network, and multifactor authentication (MFA) like a series of security questions or codes. A zero-trust approach helps make districts a harder target for cybercriminals, and is a great tool to consider when building an overall security strategy for a school district.




Stay On Top of Maintenance
Some schools have made the mistake of assuming that security is a one-and-done project, but ideally schools are budgeting and planning for regular updates, scans, and expert support every school year and every time new devices are purchased. Endpoint security can be a daunting task as it requires routine scans and cleans, password changes, and software updates for every laptop and tablet. Strengthening perimeter security of the school’s or district’s network requires more of the same attention and care.




This sort of routine maintenance can be a lot for a school’s IT manager to handle, which is why it is worth bringing in an outside expert to make sure nothing falls through the cracks. IT service providers that specialize in lifecycle management are ideal partners, as they have the expertise to maintain security updates from the network to the laptop. Finding a service provider who can do it all is a further benefit to school budgets, as costs will be more predictable and routine, rather than sudden and unexpected after a crisis like a security breach or network crash.




Get the Right Devices




It can end up being very expensive to purchase the wrong devices for your students. You may end up with cheap and unreliable laptops that you have to regularly pull and repair, or with laptops that have poor security features and lead to a hack that costs millions. Before spending precious budget dollars on a new fleet of classroom devices, any district should consider:




	Durability: Look for devices with the memory capacity, battery life, and sturdy construction to handle classroom wear-and-tear.
	Efficiency: Choose devices that won’t waste classroom time. Devices that are user-friendly with solid processing power, while also capable of running their own scans and updates will save time for teachers, students, and school IT managers.
	Security: Make security features a priority. Invest in devices that bolster security rather than taking away from it.





HP offers a variety of devices that have taken these considerations into account. HP devices are equipped with industry-leading security measures through their HP Wolf Security system. Wolf Security protects K-12 devices from hardware, software, and network attacks through self-healing firmware, in-memory breach detection, and threat containment via isolation. HP Wolf Security applies zero-trust principles to endpoint security to stop even the undetectable threats automatically, not requiring any action from users that could lead to mistakes.




HP Wolf Security begins at the hardware level, with a security module that sits separate from the motherboard and monitors security vulnerabilities on computers in real-time. Through HP Sure Click, a micro-VM feature opens files and websites in isolated virtual containers so that corrupt files are destroyed without infecting the rest of your computer or accessing your files. Wolf Security software includes self-healing firmware and in-memory breach detection, to make recovering from a breach seamless and automatic.




Partner With Virtucom




At Virtucom, we’re built to power Edtech in a changing world. We offer tailored learning solutions designed to meet your needs every step of the way, regardless of your budget. Our cybersecurity solutions offer safe and effective tools for protecting your sensitive data and ensuring that your classrooms run smoothly. We are proud to partner with HP to provide you with devices that are optimized and secured to meet your K-12 needs and goals. Contact us today to learn more about Virtucom can help you protect your classrooms.
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